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We consider aclass of formulas which consist of real functions al , . . . ,  aN, their derivatives, 
and zero or more occurrences of an integration perator L Formulas of this type arise in some 
part of mathematical physics. Due to integration by parts, various formulas have the same 
meaning for all (suitable) functions a1,..., aN. A normal form and a normalization algorithm 
are given. 
1. Introduction 
Formula manipulation techniques are used nowadays in various parts of science. In this 
paper we shall discuss a formula manipulation problem which arises in a part of mathe- 
matical physics. In that field the work on partial differential equations considered as 
Hamiltonian systems, has evolved rapidly over the last decennium. The verification of 
several properties of a class of these equations (in particular computations which are 
related to the recursion operator and its Nijenhuis tensor) leads to the class of formulas 
considered in this paper. 
Loosely speaking, these formulas consist of  smooth functions a 1 , . . . ,  aN: ~--> • and 
their derivatives, and zero or more occurrences of an integration operator L Different 
expressions o f  this type can have the same meaning. For instance, if differentiation is
denoted by a subscript x, the expressions I (a la2x)+I (a lxa2)  and ala2 have the same 
meaning for all functions al  and a2 (under appropriate boundary conditions and 
definition of I) .  In general, there exist (syntactically) different expressions (constructed 
from a l , . . . ,  aN, their derivatives and the integration operator jr) which have the same 
meaning for all values of the appearing functions a l , . . . ,  aN. Equivalently stated, there 
exist (syntactically) different N-ary operators which have the same meaning. This problem 
can be solved by introducing a normal form for the considered type of formulas (in fact: 
a normal form for the operators). Then a sum of different formulas in normal form should 
only vanish for all values of the appearing functions if all the coefficients vanish. In this 
paper such a normal form is given, We also describe an algorithm (the canonical simplifier) 
that transforms a formula to its normal form. Explicit examples of the computations 
mentioned above can be found in, for instance, Ten Eikelder (1986) or Fuchssteiner et 
al. (1987). The latter paper also gives some heuristic considerations on normal forms. 
However, the normal form and normalization algorithm presented in this paper are not 
given. Several general aspects of  normal forms and normalization algorithms (canonical 
simplifiers) are treated in Buchberger & Loos (1983) and in Morse (1971). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we give the syntax and 
semantics of the considered class of formulas. Some introductory contemplations on the 
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problem of finding a normal form will be given in section 3. We shall formulate a 
hypothesis which is a sufficient condition for constructing normal forms. In sections 4 
and 5 we assume that this hypothesis holds. In section 4 we describe the class of formulas 
in normal form and give a normalization algorithm. The property that two formulas in 
normal form have the same meaning (semantics) if and only if they are equal (syntax), 
is proved in section 5. Then, in section 6, we return to the hypothesis and show that it 
can be satisfied. Section 6 also contains several examples, Finally, some concluding 
remarks are given in section 7. 
2. The Class of Formulas 
Let A be a set of function symbols with typical elements al,  a2 , . . . .  The set of  terms 
T, with typical elements t, h, t~, . . . ,  s, sl, sz , . . . ,  u, u~, u2,. 9 is defined by the following 
rules. 
t::=l[a~[tt, a~A, d~N,p~+.  
For instance 
alia234, 1, alla2ga3gl 
are terms. In examples, we shall often write a~ as a ..... and a~ as a~ .... where x . . .  x 
denotes a sequence of d symbols x. The terms above are then written as 
3 ala2=xx, 1, alxa2S~,a341, 
a2xxx is the 5th power of the 3rd which is a usual notation in mathematical nalysis (i.e. 5 
derivative of function a2). 
The set of formulas F, with typical elements f, f l, f2 , . . . ,  is generated by 
f::=t[ff[I(f), (not I(1)). 
So F consists of all well formed expressions which can be constructed using terms and 
the symbols/ ,  (, and), except expressions containing I(1). Elements of F are for instance 
ala43,:, ala2I(alxI(a2~)I(I(a2xa3))). 
The set of sumformulas SF, with typical elements f, fl . . . .  is generated by 
f::=O[,~glf+hg, hEQ, gEF. 
So a sumformula is a sum of formulas with rational coefficients. By convention a coefficient 
1 may be omitted. For instance 
I(al~I(a2a2~)I(a2~a3)) -89 + I(ala2a2~l(a2xa3)) 
+ 89 l a22 I ( a2a3x) -~I ( a l a23 a3~) -~I ( a lxa2~ a3 ) (2.1) 
is a sumformula. 
Next, we describe the semantics or meaning of terms, formulas and sumformulas. Let 
C~(R) denote the linear space of infinitely differentiable functions ~ ~ R and let C denote 
a subspace of C~(~) such that 
(i) C is closed under the operations (function) product and differentiation, 
(ii) for all h ~ C, h(x) vanishes ufficiently fast if x~ -oo such that C is closed under 
integration with lower bound -co (i.e. if h ~ C, then also (x ~'~-o~ h(y) dy) ~ C), 
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(iii) for every x0 ~ R, k ~ t~ and no,. 9 9 ok ~ ~, there exists a function h in C, such that 
ai is the ith derivative of h in the point x0. In Appendix 1 some examples of suitable 
function spaces C will be given. 
I f  a l  . . . .  , aN represent functions of C and (Ih)(x) =S~o~ h(y) dy, then an element of 
T, F, or SF which contains a l , . . . ,  aN, can be considered as a function R--~ R, written 
in a usual notation in mathematical nalysis. Since 1 ~ T, this function is not necessarily 
an element of  (7. Define C = {h +k lR Ih  ~ C, k~ R}, where 1• is the constant function 
x ~ 1 on ~. Then the semantics of a term, formula or sumformula which contains 
al,. . . ,  aN, is a mapping CN~ (~. We now give the formal definition of this semantics. 
Let g be a term, formula or sumformula which contains a l  . . . . .  aN. The semantics or 
meaning of g is a mapping ~[g] :CN~ C, defined with induction with respect o the 
structure of g by 
~D](al, , . . ,  ~N)(x)  = 1, 
~[aiaP](~l, aN)(x)=((-~x) a )" . . . ,  a i (x)  , 
~,[flA](a~,..., aN) (x )  = (q,[A](ai,..., a~)(x )  )( r  a l, . . . , aN) (x )  ), 
r aN) (x )= I [~ r alV)(y) dy, 
and the obvious rules which give the semantics of a sumforrnula s the sum of the 
semantics of the appearing formulas (with appropriate coefficients). If two terms or 
(sum)formulas g~ and g2 have the same semantics, i.e. if ~[ga] = r we shall write 
gl ~ g2. It is easily seen that ~ is an equivalence relation. 
Different erms or (sum)formulas can have the same meaning. For instance 89 1 a 1 ~1( a 2) 
has the same meaning as ~a 11(a2) a lx - 89 a 1 a 1~. (Sum)formulas or terms which can 
be transformed into each other by the usual algebraic operations (i.e. interchanging 
elements of terms or formulas, interchanging formulas in a sumformula, summing 
coefficients of identical formulas, etc; see Appendix 2 for a full account) will be called 
algebraically equal. It is easily shown from the definition of the semantics that algebraically 
equal terms or (sum)formulas have the same meaning. In this paper (except Appendix 
2) we shall identify all algebraically equal terms or (sum)formulas; we shall write g~ = g2 
if gl and g2 are two algebraically equal terms or (sum)formulas. This means that we work 
in fact with equivalence classes instead of individual terms or (sum)formulas and that 
gl = g2 means that g~ and g2 represent the same equivalence class. More details are given 
in Appendix 2. By introducing a ordering on T, F, and SF, it is always possible to compute 
a unique representative for each equivalence class. We shall always assume that, if 
A~f~+..  "+hmf~ is a (representative of an equivalence class of) sumformula(s), the 
number  rn is as small as possible. It is shown in Appendix 2 that this is equivalent to the 
statement that the coefficients )t, do not vanish and that f~ ~ for i # j  (where ~ means: 
not algebraically equal). 
Algebraically equal formulas being identified, there still exist (algebraically) different 
formulas with the same meaning. For instance I (a l~)~ a l ,  but I(alx)~al. More 
complicated, different sumformulas with the same meaning, can be found by integrating 
by parts. First we define a "syntactic differential operator". The set SF (with algebraically 
equal formulas identified) has the structure of a commutative Q algebra (i.e. it is a 
commutative ring which is also a left Q module and which has a ~ bilinear product, see 
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Lung (1965) or Hungerford (1974)). We define the "syntactic differential operator" as 
the Q linear derivation D:SF  ~ SF, which satisfies 
D(aitk)=ai~k+lj, ken  
D( I ( f ) )  =f  
Using the derivation property D(f~f2)=f~D(f2)+f2D(f~) and the fact that Sir is a Q 
algebra it is readily shown that D is uniquely defined. From the derivation property we 
easily derive that D(1) = 0. Clearly D corresponds with differentiation i  the semantics, 
i.e. 
d 
~[Dg](81 . . . . .  8N)(x) =~xx (@[g](51, . . . ,  5N)(x)). 
We say that a term or (sum)formula g contains no constant if (i) g ~ 1 if g is a term 
or formula, (ii) g = A~f~ +.  9 9 + A,,fm where all f,. ~ 1 if g is a sumformula. The well-known 
integration by parts formula from mathematical nalysis now yields 
I(glD(g2)) ~g~g2- I(g2D(g~)), (2.2) 
for all terms or (sum)formulas gl and g2 such that at least one of them contains no 
constant. (This restriction is necessary since otherwise there appears a constant in (2.2) 
which comes from the value of g~g2 in the point -co.) Another formulation is 
I(g~) I(g2) ~ I(gl I(g2)) + I(g2l(gl)), (2.3) 
which holds for arbitrary terms or (sum)formulas gl and g2. An elementary computation, 
using these relations, shows that (2.1) has the same meaning as 0. Hence, there exist 
different sumformulas which have the same meaning. This raises the need for a normal 
form for sumformulas. In the sequel we shall describe a subset SN of the set of 
sumformulas SF such that: 
(i) every sumformula in SF can be transformed to a sumformula in SN with the same 
meaning. 
(ii) two sumformulas in SN have the same meaning if and only if they are (algebraically) 
equal. 
Algebraically SN is isomorphic with S i r /~ ,  but, since we do not yet have an algorithm 
that verifies if two sumformulas have the same meaning, this observation is not of much 
practical use. 
Finally we introduce some additional notations and conventions. We shall use the usual 
Fa 
notation ~.~=~ A~ (with m >-0) to denote sumformulas. The set of sumterms ST is the set 
m 
of sumformulas of the form ~;=~ ~t~, where all the t~ are terms. Then T ~ ST c SF (also 
Tc  F~ SF) and ST is a sub Q algebra of SF. If  t~ ST, then also D(t) ~ ST, so D is also 
a derivation on ST. We shall write ST\Q for the set of "non constant" sumterms, i.e. 
sumterms which are not of the form A1 for A~Q. In the sequel we shall be a little bit 
9 rn f rn less formal in the notation, for instance l f f=~t=l  A,fj, then I ( f )  stands or ~i=l Ail(fl). 
In fact this means that I is also used as a mapping. We shall always use the conventions 
t,h,t2 . . . . .  s, s l , s2 , . . . ,u ,  ul,u2 . . . .  eT, f, f l , f2 , . . .eF ,  
t ,  t t ,  t2 . . . .  , s ,  s~,  s2  . . . .  , u e ST, f, fl, f z , . . .  ~ SF, 
A,A~,A2, . . .~Q.  
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3. Necessary Conditions for Normal Forms 
We first study normal forms for sumterms and for sumformulas of the form I(t). The 
following elementary theorem shows that sumterms can be considered as being in normal 
form. 
THEOREM 3.1. For all t~ ST: t=0 r t m-0. 
PROOF. Any sumterm t can (by algebraic operations) be written as a polynomial p in a 
number of variables, which is a finite subset of {al ,  alx, a lxx , . . . ,  aN, aNx, aN~x,...}. 
For every choice of  values for these variables, there exists functions ~1 . . . . .  ~N in C, 
which have these values as their corresponding derivatives in an arbitrary point XoeR 
(see section 2, property (iii) of the function space C). From t ~= 0 we conclude that the 
polynomial p vanishes for all values of its arguments. A standard result in algebra now 
yields that p is the zero polynomial, see for instance Lang (1965). Hence t = 0. The other 
part of the theorem is trivial. 
An equivalent formulation of  this theorem is that two sumterms are (algebraically) 
equal if and only if they have the same meaning, i.e. t l=t2 r t~ ~ t2 (see also 
Appendix 2). 
Next, consider normal forms for a sumformula of the form I(t). A simple computation 
shows that, for instance 
I(ala2xxxx+ alxxa2xx) ~ala2 .... -alxa2xx + 2I (alxxa2~). 
This suggests to try t l+ I(t2) as normal form for I(t), where the sumterms tl and t2 
possibly must satisfy additional conditions. In particular, t: is intended to contain terms 
which "cannot be integrated further" in some way. Let sl + I(s2) also be a "normal form" 
for I(t). Then from 
tl--Sl ~I (s2- t2)  (3.1) 
we must be able to conclude that tl =sl and t2=s2. From (3.1) and Theorem 3.1 we see 
that t2 = s2 implies tl = s~. So it is sufficient o formulate additional conditions uch that 
(3.1) implies t~ = s2. This can be done in the following way. Suppose NIT (non-integrable 
(sum)term) is a predicate on ST such that 
NIT(  A'tt) =-(Vi: l<-i<-m: NIT(ti)) (3.2) 
(by convention m is minimal, so (see Appendix 2) all terms t~ are mutually different and 
all coefficients At do not vanish) and for u ~ 0, 
NIT(u) ~ (Vs: se ST: n# D(s)). (33) 
So, if NIT(u) holds and u # 0, then u cannot be the derivative o fa  sumterm. Differentiation 
of (3.1) and using Theorem 3.1 yields s2-t2 = D(tl -s l ) .  So if in (3.1) NIT(t2) and NIT(s2) 
hold, then also NIT(s2- t2) and this is only possible if s2 = t2. Hence we can consider 
tl + I(t2) as a normal form for I(t) if NIT(t2) holds. In sections 4 and 5 we shall assume 
that it is always possible to construct this type of "normal form" for I(t). Formally, in 
sections 4 and 5 we assume the 
HYPOTHESIS H. There exists a predicate NIT on ST that satisfies (3.2) and (3.3) and there 
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exist mappings Int : ST-> ST and Rest : ST -> ST such that for all t e ST: 
I(t) ~ Int(t) + I(Rest(t)) 
and 
(3.4) 
NIT(Rest(t)).  (3.5) 
It turns out that, if this hypothesis holds, normal forms for sumformulas with an arbitrary 
number of Is  can easily be constructed. In section 6 we shall construct a predicate NIT 
and mappings Int and Rest which satisfy the Hypothesis H. 
Note that D, lnt, Rest (and the mappings M, M1, M2 of section 4) are mappings from 
sumformulas or sumterms to sumformulas or sumterms. The symbol I actually appears 
in (sum)formulas, but is also used as a mapping ("prefix all formulas with I") .  
Finally remark that (3.4) implies that for all t the sumterm Int(t) contains no constant 
(consider the semantics of (3.4) in a point x = -co). 
4. The Normalizing Algorithm 
We shall first describe a subset SN of the set of  sumformulas SF. The main result of  
this section is Theorem 4.1, which states that for every sumformula in SF a sumformula 
in SN can be constructed, which has the same meaning. 
First we introduce basis formulas in normal form. For each k ~ N the set of basis formulas 
in normal form with order k is recursively defined by 
B0 = { 1}, 
Sk+l = {I( tb ) l t e T, NIT(t) ,  b e B~}. 
The set of basis formulas B is then given by 
B = t..J Bk. 
k~o 
The set N of formulas in normal form is defined by 
N={tb l te  T, beS} .  
So, a formula in normal form consists of the product of a term and a basis formula. 
Clearly T ~ N ~ F. The order 0 of a formula in N is defined by 
O(tb)=k i fbeBk .  
So, O(n) is nothing but the number of Is in n e N. A formula n e N with order can be 
written as 
n = toI(hI(t  2" 9 ' I(tk)" " ")), 
with h ~ T for i= 0 , . . . ,  k and NIT(ti) for i=  1 , . . . ,  k. The set SN of sumformulas in 
normal form is defined by 
Then STy_ SNN SF. We generalize the order to SN by 
O\i=~Aini = max({O(n i ) l l< i~:m})  if m>0.  
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(By convention m is minimal, so (see Appendix 2) all formulas n~ are mutually different 
and all coefficients As do not vanish.) By gathering formulas whieh have the same basis 
formula, every sumformula ne SN can be written as 
n = ~ t,b~, t t ~ ST, b, ~ B for i = 1, . . . .  m, (4.2) 
i=1  
where t~ # 0 for i = 1 . . . .  , m and b~ # bj for 1 <- i <j-< m. If in the sequel a sumformula 
n ~ SN is written in the form (4.2), we shall always assume that these restrictions on the 
t~ and b, hold. In addition to the name conventions given in section 2, we agree that always 
b, hi, b2 , . . . ,  c, cl, c2 , . . . ,  el, e2 . . . .  E B, 
n, n l ,n2 , . . . cN ,  n, nl, n2, . . .E  SN. 
In the remaining part of this section we construct a mapping M: SF-~ SN, which maps 
every formula to its normal form. 
Suppose tb is a sumformula in normal form. Since not necessarily NIT(t) holds, I(tb) 
may not be in normal form. We first describe a mapping M1 which gives a normal form 
for I(tb). A simple calculation using the derivative of (3.4) and integrating by parts (2.2) 
(which is allowed since Int(t) contains no constant) yields 
I (tb ) "=' l ( ( D( lnt(t) ) + Rest(t) b) 
~=Int(t)b- I(Int(t)D(b)) + I(Rest(t)b). (4.3) 
The first and, since NIT(Rest(t)) holds, the last expression in (4.3) consist of formulas 
in normal form. If b E B0, then D(b) = D(1) =0 and (4.3) yields a normal form for I(t). 
If b~Bk with k - l ,  a normal form for I (tb) can be computed from (4.3) if a normal 
form for I( Int(t)D(b)) is known. Since O(Int(t)D(b)) = k-1  and O(tb) = k, we can use 
recursion to compute the normal form of I(tb). Define M1 : SN-~ SN by 
M~(t) = lnt(t) + l(Rest(t)), 
Ml ( tb)=Int ( t )b+l (Rest ( t )b) -Mt( Int ( t )D(b) ) ,  (b~B\Bo) (4.4) 
MI(~/t,b,) =~ M,(t~.b,). 
The proof of the fol lowing/emma is now almost trivial. 
LEMMA 4.1. For all ne SN: Ml(n) ~= I(n). 
So, if n is in normal form, then M~(n) is the normal form of I(n). 
Next, we discuss how a normal form of the product of two formulas in normal form 
can be computed. Consider two basis formulas. If  at least one of them is an element of 
Bo, then their product is trivially in normal form. Now consider the basis formulas I(tb) 
and I(sc). Partial integration (2.3) yields 
I(tb)I(sc) "-'I(tbI(sc)) + I(scI(tb)). (4.5) 
Suppose that normal forms for the products of basis formulas bI(sc) respectively cI(tb) 
are known. Then, using the mapping MI, a normal form for the product I (tb)l(sc) can 
easily be computed from (4.5). Since 
O(b) + O(l(sc)) = O(c)+ O(I(tb)) < O(I(tb)) + O(I(sc)), 
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a normal form of the product of two basis formulas in normal form can be computed 
recursively. Define M2: SN x SN --> SN by 
M2(1, c) = c, 
M~(b, 1)=b, 
- (4.6) 
M2(I( tb), I(sc)) = M,( tM2(b, I(se)) + sM2(c, I( tb))), 
M~(~t,b,~s,c,)--~tisjM2(b,c,). 
Using induction with respect o the structure of nl and n2, the following lemma can easily 
be proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. For all nl, n2~ SN: M2(nl, n2) m= n~n2. 
So the mapping M2 yields a normal form for the product of two sumformulas in normal 
form. 
Using the mappings M1 and M2 it is easy to construct a mapping M : SF--> SN, which 
transforms a surnforrnula to its normal form. Recall that every formula fe  F is of the 
form t, I(f~) or f~f2 with t ~ T and f~, f2 e F. Define the mapping M : SF-> SN by 
M(t)=t ,  
M( I ( f ) )  = M, (M( f ) ) ,  (4.7) 
M(Af2) = M2(M(f~), M(A)) ,  
Since every argument of M in a right-hand side of (4.7) is shorter than the corresponding 
argument in the left-hand side, this is a correct definition (i.e. M is defined by structure 
induction). The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. For all fe  SF: M(f)  ~ f. 
PROOF. Using induction on the structure of f and the Lemrnas 4.1 and 4.2, the proof is 
almost trivial. 
So, for every sumforrnula f in SF a surnformula in SN with the same meaning is given 
by M(f ) .  Note that the definitions of the mappings M1, M2 and M are recursive; these 
mappings can easily be implemented by (recursive) functions in a suitable programming 
language. 
5. Uniqueness of Normal  Forms 
In the preceding section we have described a subset SN of the set of surnforrnulas SF. 
We have shown that for every sumforrnula f in SF a normal form M( f )  in SN can be 
computed, such that f and M( f )  have the same meaning. It remains to be shown that 
M(f)  is the only element of SN which has the same meaning as f. That will be done in 
Theorem 5.1. First, we introduce some notation and give some lemrnas. 
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As explained in section 4, every sumformula in normal form can be written as 
n= ~ t;b. (5.1) 
;=1 
where the sumterms ti do not vanish and the basis formulas bi are mutually different. 
For each k e t~ the mapping IIk : SN-~ SN is defined in the following way. I f  n is given 
by (5.1), then 
rIk(n) = ~ t ib i  . 
O(b i )=k  
So, Hk(n) is the sum of all formulas in n with order k (if any). The width W(n) of  n, 
given by (5.1), is defined as 
W(n) = ~ 1. 
i=1  
O(bl)=O(n) 
This means that W(n) is the number of basis formulas in n which have maximal order. 
Clearly ng0  <::> W(n)>-I  and also O(n)=0~W(n)=0v W(n)=l  (since Bo has only 
one element). For a sumterm t we define its degree G(t) as its total degree seen as 
polynomial in (a finite subset of) the set of variables {al, alx, a lex , . . . ,  aN, aN~, 
9 . G rrl aNxx, .}. Formally: G(0)=-oo ,  (~i=1Ait i )=max({G(tf) l l - i<--m});  G(q t2)= 
G(t l )+ G(t2), G(1) = 0 and G(ai~) =p. 
LEMMA 5.1. For every t~ ST\Q the sumterm D(t) does not contain a factor t. 
PROOF. Let te  ST and suppose there exists a sumterm s such that D(t )=ts .  Since t is a 
"non-constant" sumterm, its degree G(t) is positive. It is easily seen from the definition 
of D that this operation does not increase the degree of a sumterm, so G(D(t))-< G(t) 
(in fact, for "non-constant" sumterms equality holds)9 Since Q has no divisors of zero, 
the degree of the product ts is the sum of the degrees of s and t (see for instance Lang 
(1965))9 Hence we obtain G(s) --< 0, which means s = h E •. So D(t) = At for some A ~ Q. 
By considering the highest derivative of any ai which appears in t (this is possible since 
t is "non-constant') ,  we obtain a contradiction. 
Let QT be the quotient field of ST. An element of QT can be written in the form t/s, 
with t, s ~ ST and s ~ 0. Since ST has no divisors of zero, the derivation D can be extended 
to a derivation on QT  by 
D(t/s) = (sD(t) - tD(s)) / (s2) .  
LEMMA 5.2. I f  re QT\ST, then also D(r)~ QT\ST. 
PROOF. Using the unique factorization in ST (see for instance Lang (1965)) an element 
re QT\ST can be written as 
t f "  ' "t~ 
r - -~  
sqt. 9 .~qm'  
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where the ti ~ ST and sj ~ ST\Q are irreducible, the powers pf and qj are positive, k > 1, 
m > 1 and the sumterms ti and s~ are no rational multiples of each other (for all 1 -< i-< k 
and 1 - j -<  m). An elementary computation shows that D(r) can be written in the form 
I! 
D(r) - sqt+l . . ,  sqr,+l, u ~ ST 
where the sumterm u is obtained as a sum of k+ m sumterms (containing D(ti) or D(sj)). 
It is easily verified that all but one of these k+ rn sumterms contain a factor sl. There 
remains one sumterm ( -q l t f  . . . .  t~ k D(sl)s2' 9 'sin) which, by Lemma 5.1, does not contain 
a factor sl. Hence u does not contain a factor sl and D(r) cannot be simplified to a sumterm. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let s, t ~ ST  with t ~ 0. / f  s ~ At for all A ~ Q, then tD(s) - sD( t )  ~ 0. 
PROOF. I f s  is not a rational multiple of t, then s/t  ~ ST\Q or s/t  e QT\ST. I f  s/t  ~ QT\ST,  
then by Lemma 5.2, D(s/ t )  ~ QT\ST,  so D(s/t )  ~ 0. I f s / t  =u~ ST\Q,  then D(u) ~ 0 (this 
follows easily by considering the highest derivative of any ai which appears in u, it can 
also be deduced from Lemma 5.1). So in both cases D(s/ t )  ~ 0, which proves the theorem. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let s, t, and u ~ ST with t ~ 0, u ~ 0 and NIT(u). Then 
t2u + tD(s ) - sD(  t) ~ 0. 
PROOF. Suppose the converse holds, then also D(s / t )  = -u .  I f s / t  e QT\ST, this is imposs- 
ible by Lemma 5.2. If  s/ t~ ST, this gives a contradiction since u~ 0 and NIT(u) holds. 
Recall that the lexicographical order on pairs of integers is defined by 
(i,j)<_(k, 1) r ( i<kv( i=k^j<- l ) ) .  
Moreover, the set {(k, l) I(k, l) > (0, 0)} is a well-founded set on which the principle of 
induction holds, see for instance Barwise (1977). 
LEMMA 5.5. For every n eSN with (O(n), W(n))> (0, I) there exists a nl e SN with 
(0, 1)-- < (O(n~), W(nl)) < (O(n), W(n)) (5.2) 
and 
m 
nl ~0 ~ n ~ 0. (5.3) 
PROOF. Let n ~ SN with (O(n), W(n)) :> (0, 1). Since O(n) = 0 arm W(n) > 1 is impossible, 
this means (O(n), W(n))->(1, 1). Set k=O(n)  and l=  W(n). Then there exist (non- 
vanishing) surnterms t~ and (mutually different) basis formulas b~ such that 
/ 
IIk(n) = Y. t~b, bf ~ Bk for i = 1 , . . . ,  I. 
i=1 
Define 
nl = hD(n)  - D( t l )n .  
Then n~ ~ SN and (5.3) holds trivially. A simple calculation yields 
I 
rlk(n~) = Y. (t~D(t~)- t;D(t~))b,. (5.4) 
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Clearly, this expression does not contain the basis formula bl. To prove (5.2) we consider 
two cases: 
(i) Suppose that for some j with 1 --<j-< l the sumterm tj is not a rational multiple of 
tl. Then Lemma 5.3 yields immediately that I Ik(n0 contains the basis formula bj. 
Hence O(n0 = k and 1 < W(n~) < I. 
(ii) Suppose there exist constants ~.j, such that tj = Ajt~ for j = 1 , . . . ,  L From (5.4) we 
now conclude that I Ik(nx)=0, so O(n0 < k. We shall now show that O(u~)= k -1  
and W(n0 --> 1. Note that, since t j r  0, also hj ~ 0 for 1 --<j-< L Let IIk_~(n) be given 
by 
l"Ik-l(n) = ~ SiCk, Ci ~ Bk-t for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
i=1 
Of course, n does not necessarily contain formulas with order k -1 ,  in that case 
m = O. A straightforward calculation yields 
1-Ik-l(nO =t  2 ~ A,D(b,)+ ~ ( t tD(s , ) - s ,D( tO)q  
i= l  i~ l  
I m 
=t~ ~ Ajuie~+ ~ (t~D(s~)-s~D(t~))c~, 
i~ l  i=1 
where we used that b~ E B k is of the form b~ = I(u~e~) with u~ ~ T, e~ ~ Bk-~ and 
NIT(u~) (for i = 1 . . . . .  l). We prove that this expression always contains the basis 
formula e~. Define 
I 
u= Y ;t~u~ (5.5) 
i=1 
e i~g I 
and 
m 
s= Y~ sl. (5.6) 
i=1 
c'l=~ t 
Since all basis formulas b~ (i = 1, . . . ,  l) are mutually different, the same must hold 
for the terms u~ which actually appear in the summation (5.5). Hence u # 0 and 
NIT(u) holds. Note that, because all the basis formulas c~ are mutually different, 
the summation (5.6) takes place over at most one value of i. The "coefficient" of 
et in 1-Ik-l(nl) can now be written as 
t~u + t~D(s) - sD(tl). 
Lemma 5.4 yields that this sumterm does not cancel out, so I Ik- l(n0 always contains 
the basis formula e~ e Bk-l. Hence O(n,) = k -  1 and W(nl)-> 1. 
Now the uniqueness of the normal forms is easily shown. 
THEOREM 5.1. For all ne SN:n=0 r n ~ 0. 
PROOF. Of course, we only have to show n ~ 0 ~ n = 0, or equivalently n # 0 ~ n ~ 0. 
From the definitions of order and width we see that this corresponds to proving that 
n ~ 0 for all n ~ SN with (O(n), W(n))_> (0, 1). This is easily shown using induction with 
respect o the pairs (O (n), W(n)), supplied with the lexicographical order. The induction 
basis (O(n), W(n)) = (0, 1) follows from Theorem 3.1, while the induction step is obtained 
from Lemma 5.5. 
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Several equivalent formulations of this theorem can be given. For instance 
m 
n l : -n2  ~ I11 = n2 ,  
for all nl, n2~SN. Also, if for i= 1, . . . ,  m the basis formulas ni are mutually different 
(i.e. the usual convention), but the rationals Ai possibly vanish, then 
~ Ain~ 0 ~ (Vi: 1-< i<--rn: Ai=0). ~= 
i= l  
6. The Predicate NIT and the Mappings lnt and Rest 
The results given in sections 4 and 5, i.e. the normalizing mapping M and the uniqueness 
of normal forms, have been derived under the assumption that the hypothesis H (section 
3) holds. In this section we shall show that this is indeed the case, i.e. we shall construct 
a predicate NIT  on ST and mappings Int, Rest : ST--> ST  such that (3.2)-(3.5) hold. The 
construction of NIT, Int and Rest may look technical, but it is in fact only a matter of 
integrating by parts. 
First we decribe the predicate NIT. Consider a term t, i.e. a (notation for a) product 
of functions a l , . . . ,  aN and their derivatives. Let hi(t) be the highest derivative of ai 
which occurs in t and let pi(t) be the power of this derivative. If  ai and its derivatives 
do not occur in t, then we set hi(t) = -oo and p~(t) =0. Further we define 
H(  t) = max({hi( t) ll <- i_< N}), 
N 
P(t)  = Z pi(t), 
i~ l  
h i ( t )~H( t )  
and 
J (t)  = min({ i] 1 -< i -< N ^ hi (t) = H(t)}). 
So H( t )  is the highest derivative, P(t)  is the number of factors which have this derivative, 
and J ( t )  is the smallest function number which has derivative H(t ) ,  in term t. For instance 
2 4 if t = alxa2x~xa3xa3xxx, then H(t )= 3, P ( t )= 5 and J ( t )=2.  The predicate NIT  for a 
term is defined by 
NIT( t )  ---- (t = 1) v (H(t )  --- O) v (P(t)  >- 2) 
v (=li: 1_< i< J ( t ) :  hi(t) = H( t ) - l ) .  (6.1) 
So NIT( t )  holds if 
(i) t=  1 or 
(ii) t does not contain derivatives or 
(iii) the number of factors in t which have the highest derivative is at least 2 or 
(iv) there exists a factor in t with derivative H(t ) -1  and a function number less than 
~(t). 
For instance, the NIT( l ) ,  NIT(a la23a4) ,  N IT (a la2~a3xx)  and NIT(a la2x)  hold, 
but NIT(a la2~a3x.~) and NIT(a l~a2)  do not hold. It is easily seen from (6.1) that for 
every term t the predicate NIT( t )  does not hold if and only if t can be written in the form 
t= al~_lalds, (6.2) 
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with d=H(t )>- l^p>-O^l=J ( t )  and seT  with H(s)<-d - l^(H(s )=d- l~  
J ( s )> l). In words, s does not contain dth or higher derivatives and a possible (d -  1)th 
derivative in s can only appear as derivative of a function with number larger than I --- J ( t ) .  
O f  course, i fp  =0, the term al~_t in (6.2) is absent. 
For sumterms we define 
NIT(  ~t=I A~t~) =-(Vi: l <-i<-m: NIT(t~))' 
so (3.2) trivially holds. Next we prove (3.3). Let u be a sumterm with u r 0 and NIT(u). 
Suppose there exists a sumterm s such that u---D(s). We show that this leads to a 
contradiction. Clearly s ~ ST\Q. Let d be the highest derivative of any ai which appears 
in s, let I be the smallest function number with this derivative, and let p -> 1 be the highest 
power of ale in s. Then we can write 
s = al,~sl+s2, sl, s2~ ST, s lY0  
where sl only contains terms t with H(t)<_ d ^ (H(t) = d ~ J ( t )>  1) and all terms in s2 
can only contain al~ with power q <p. Then 
u = D(s) =p al~-lald+lSl + al~D(sl)+ D(s2), 
and the properties of st and s2 mentioned above imply that all the terms in the first of 
the three sumterms in the right hand side do not cancel against erms in the other two. 
However, since all terms in the first sumterm are in the form (6.2), NIT(u) cannot hold. 
This contradiction completes the proof of (3.3). 
The mappings Int and Rest are most easily defined by giving an algorithm that, for a 
sumterm t, computes t l= Int(t) and t2 = Rest(t). Informally, the algorithm works as 
follows. Terms in t for which NIT holds are transferred to t2. For terms t in t for which 
NIT  does not hold, an integration by parts can be performed. More precisely, if NIT(t) 
does not hold, then writing t in the form (6.2) followed by integration by parts (2.2) yields 
I(t) = 
p+l  
) __  ~tp+lo al$+_llD(s ) 
where p, l, d e N and s ~ T satisfy the conditions given after (6.2). The first sumterm in 
the right hand side is now added to tl, while the sumterm t3=- l / (p+ 1)al~LtaD(s) is 
again added to t. From the properties of s mentioned above, it is easily seen that each 
term in t3 has 
(i) a highest derivative less than d or 
(ii) a highest derivative qual to d, but then this derivative can only appear for functions 
ai with i> I. 
Hence by removing t from t and (in case of -uNIT(t)) adding t 3 to t, the highest 
derivatives in t: (i) decrease or (ii) stay equal but shift to functions with higher numbers. 
So it is possible to repeat his process until t = 0. 
We now give the formal description of the algorithm. Its correctness follows from the 
loop invariant 
P: I(~) ~ I(t) +tl + I(t2) ^  NIT(t2). 
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The code of  the algorithm is then 
~:=t, tt:= 0; t2:= 0; 
{invariant P} 
while t ~ 0 do 
let t be a term in t with coefficient A; 
t :=t -At ;  
if NIT( t )  then t2: = t2+At {P} 
else 
compute s ~ T such that (6.2) holds; 
A 
tl := t~ + al~+_lls;  
p+l  
A p+l  t :=t -  ala_ lD(s)  {P} 
p+l  
fi 
(P} 
od{P ^  t = 0, so I(~) = tt + I(t2) A NIT(t2)} 
The variable ~ can of course be omitted, it is only used to formulate the loop invariant 
P. It is possible to replace the informal arguments for the termination of  this algorithm 
given above, by a more formal termination proof  using a variant function, but we shall 
not work out that here. Clearly the mappings Int and Rest, defined by [n t ( t )= t~ and 
Rest(t)  =t2, with t~ and t2 computed by this algorithm, satisfy (3.4) and (3.5). Thus we 
have shown that the hypothesis H can be satisfied. 
Finally, we give some examples. First the mappings Int and Rest. 
s~=al~a2+ala2~ In t (s~)=a la2  Rest(s l )=O, 
s2 = alxa2 Int(s2) = a la2  Rest(s2) = -a la2x ,  
s3 = a 1 a2~ Int (s3) = 0 Rest(s3) = a 1 a2~, 
s4 = a 1a2a3 Int(s4) = 0 Rest(s4) = a 1a2a3, 
ss = a 1 a 2xxa 2.,xxx + -~ a l ,a  2x.~a 2xxx + 2 9 a 1~a2,: x+ a lxxxa2~a2xx 
Int(ss) = a 1 a2x~a 2xxx + ~a lxa2 2xx + a 1 ~xa2xa 2~ 
Rest(s5) 2 l 2 = --a la2xxx - z,a lxxa2xx - a lxxa2xa2 ~.~. 
Of course, NIT  holds for all the given sumformulas Rest(si). We show some possible 
steps in the computat ion of  Int(s~) and Rest(ss). 
(initially: t=  (s5 = )ala2.~a2x~x+~alxa2xxa2xx.~ + a l xa2~x + a lxxxa2~a2~.~, tl = O, t2 = O; 
treat the second term of t} 
t := alxa2xxa2xxx; A :=3; t := t -  At; 
(N IT ( t )  does not hold, "else branch"  is followed} 
s := alx; 
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{t= a2xxa2x~xs is in the form (6.2), with p= 1, d =3,  I=2} 
3 2 t_3a2~xD(s); t~ := O+-~a ~xS; t : -  
1 2 -~alxa2xx, t2 = {after one step we obtain: t=  ala2xxa2,:xxx+z~aLxa2~_~+alxxxa2xa2x , tl _3 2 
0; treat again the second term of t} 
2 t:=alxxa2xx; A:=~; t :=t -At ;  
{NIT(t)  holds, "then branch" is followed} 
t2 := t2 + 3. t 
3 2 1 2 {after two steps we obtain: t = a la2xxa2xx.~x + a l~xm2xa2~x, t~= za lxa2xx, t2 = za l~xa2xx}. 
In this way the computation proceeds until t---0, the final result is then t~ = Int(s~) and 
t2 = Rest(ss) as given above. Next we give some examples of the mapping M. 
fl = I (alalxalxx) + 89  3) 
f: = I(a LZ(a lxI(a l x / (a  lx)))) 
fs = I (a la lx I (a lxalxx) I (a2a2xx))  
t"4 = "sumformula (2.1)" 
M(f l)  =89 
M(f2) = ~a 14, 
M(f3) 1 3 1 3 2 ~I(a la lxa2a2x)  --~_I(alalxI(a2x)), 
M(f,) ~0. 
We show some steps in the computation of M( f ) ,  where f is the first formula of L ,  i.e. 
f=  I(alxI(a2a2x)I(  a2xa3) . 
M( f )  = M~(M(g)) {with g= alxI(a2a2x)I(a2xa3)} 
= MI(M2(M(g~), M(g2)) {with g~ = alx, g2 = I(a2a2.~)I(a2xa3)} 
= MI(M2(g3, g4) {with g3 = alx, g4 = -89189 
= M~(g5) {with g5 = - 89 +89 
~ , , ,  
= lala221(a2a3x)+89 3 - ~I(a 1 a22a2xa3) 
+ I(a 1 a2a2xI(a2a3~)). 
I f  the normal forms of  the other formulas of f4 are added to this result, we finally obtain 
M(f4) = 0. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
The normalization algorithm described in sections 4 and 6 can easily be implemented 
in a suitable formula manipulation system. An implementation i the MUSIMP system 
is straightforward and can be used to perform the calculations mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion. One of us (J.C.F.W.) constructed a PASCAL implementation for the case N = 1. 
However, the resulting program turned out to be too slow for practical computations. 
The lower bound -~ in the semantics of I is inherited from the part of mathematical 
physics where these problems arose. In fact, any real number/3 can be used as a lower 
bound. Then (to keep (2.2) valid) we must require that all functions in C and their 
(higher) derivatives vanish in/3. For finite values of/3 and an appropriate choice for (~, 
the semantics of I(1) is also defined. Hence in that case the rule which disallowed I(1) 
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in the construction of formulas can be omitted. Then I (g )  is defined for every term or 
(sum)formula g, i.e. we can consider/ ,  just as/9,  as a mapping SF  ~ SF. 
Note that the computation of lnt  and Rest (i.e. the choice of the term t) as well as the 
computation M (i.e. the separation of a product of formulas in two parts) are non- 
deterministic. Although this non-deterministic choice does not influence the final result, 
it might change the efficiency of the computation. 
In section 6 we used in fact an order on the function symbols a l , . . . ,  aN. Of course, 
any other (total) order could also be used. Hence for sumformulas which contain N 
function symbols, there exist in fact N!  different normal forms. 
In the process of computing a normal form only the relations (2.2), (2.3) and (3.4) are 
used. Moreover, the left-hand side of these relations is always replaced by the right-hand 
side. Hence we can consider the set of sumformulas as a term rewriting system with 
reduction rules (2.2), (2.3) and (3.4). In this approach M describes a reduction strategy 
which always leads to a sumformula in normal form. Note the similarity with the probably 
most well-known term rewriting system, the Lambda calculus. We are looking for reduction 
strategies which lead to the normal form in less steps than the strategy used here. Also 
the problem of normal forms in the case of several independent variables and correspond- 
ing integration operators is being considered. We hope to report on this in future. 
We thank I. J. M. Canjels for the formulation of the predicate NIT  and for implementing the 
mappings lnt and Rest in the MUSIMP system. Moreover, we thank J. M. Kloosterman for writing 
a MUSIMP implementation f the normalizing mapping M. Also the remarks of the referees upon 
an earlier version of this paper have given rise to several improvements. 
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Appendix 1 
Here we show that there exist subspaces C of  C~(~)  such that 
(i) C is closed under the operations (function) product and differentiation, 
(ii) for all h E C h (x )  vanishes ufficiently fast if x--> -co such that C is closed under 
integration with lower bound -co (i.e. if h e C, then also (x ~ S:oo h (y) dy) e C), 
(iii) for every x0eN, ken  and a0, . . . ,  akeN,  there exists a function h in C, such that 
at is the ith derivative of h in the point Xo. 
We can take for instance 
C={he C~(R)I(3/3 e a: (Vxe N: x</3  ~ h(x )=0) )}  
or 
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So the first space consists of functions which vanish identically if their argument is 
sufficiently small, and the second space consists of functions which, as well as all their 
derivatives, can be bounded by the product of a polynomial (p) and an exponential 
function. Clearly both spaces satisfy (i) and (ii). To prove that (iii)is also satisfied, we 
take a function h e C and change it locally such that it has the required derivatives. Let 
q be a polynomial which has the required derivatives in x0. Of course q ~ C for both 
spaces C. Let ge  C~(R) be a function such that g (x )=0 for all x with Ix -x01>2 and 
g(x) = 1 for all x with Ix -  xol < 1. For the construction of g, see for instance Shilov (1968). 
For an arbitrary h s C the function (1 -g )h+gq is also an element of C and has the 
required derivatives in x0. 
Appendix 2 
In this appendix we shall give a formal definition of the notion algebraically equal and 
derive some &its related properties. A more general treatment of algebraic simplification 
can be found in Buchberger & Loos (1983) or in Moses (1971). Let-,> be the smallest 
compatible binary relation on TuFu SF, which satisfies 
l f--,, f, (A2A) 
"P "q aiVd +q, (AZ2) a|  d a l  d -~> 
A A ---,, AA  , (A2.3) 
;~f+ XJ--,, (;~1 + x2)f, (A2.4) 
Z,ft +0f2 --->> A]A, (A2.5) 
Of~ ~, 0, (A2.6) 
h~f~ + A2A ---)) A2f2 + )~ 1A (A2.7) 
(Compatible means that these rules can also be applied to appropriate parts of terms, 
formulas or sumformulas, for instance the third rule also yields A if~f,_+A3f3 ~> Xtf2fl + 
A3f3). The relation -->> is called a reduction relation. Let --,>* be the reflexive, transitive 
closure of ~>. The relation = (algebraically equal) is defined as the equivalence relation 
generated by ~>*, i.e. it is the symmetric, transitive closure of  ~>*. Various properties 
of = can now be proved formally, for instance t l - t2  = 0 r tl = t:, etc. 
In this paper (except, of course, in this appendix) terms, formulas and sumformulas 
which are algebraically equal, are identified. This means that we work in fact with 
equivalence classes. More precisely, let g be a term or (sum)formula. Then g represents 
the set {h e Ttm Ftm ST: I h = g}, i.e. the set of all terms, formulas or sumformulas which 
are algebraically equal to g. 
Clearly the various definitions given, may not give different results for algebraically 
equal terms or (sum)formulas. Using the definition of algebraically equal given here, this 
can be shown for all given definitions. Sometimes in an expression or definition a 
"canonical representative" is used, see for instance the definition of order given in (4.1). 
In this definition it is essential that the coefficients Ai do not vanish and that no two 
formulas n; are algebraically equal. Formally, we want that the predicate Q holds, where 
the predicate Q on sumformulas i defined by 
Q(~ A , f ) - -=(V i : l<_ i~m:A,#0)A(V i ,  j : l<_ i< j<_m: f#f j ) .  
\ 1=1 1 
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In this paper, we have always used the convention that, whenever a sumformula is written 
tn  
in the form ~ h~,  the number m is as small as possible. In the remaining part of this 
appendix, we show that m is minimal if and only if Q holds. Clearly, if Q does not hold, 
n l  
then we can reduce ~=~ h~ to an algebraically equal sumformula, which consists of less 
than m formulas. It remains to be shown that Q implies that there does not exist an 
algebraically equal sumformula, which consists of  less than m terms. 
The relation ~ satisfies a so called Church-Rosser or diamond property (CR), i.e. if 
fl 4~* f: and f~ ~>* f~, then there exists an f4 such that f2 4>* f4 and f3 4>* f4. The proof 
of CR is given at the end of this appendix. A simple consequence of CR is that, whenever 
f2=f3 (alg. equal), there exists a sumformula f4 such that f2~*  f4 and f3---~>* f4, see for 
instance Barendregt (1984). Now suppose 1'2 satisfies Q and consists of m formulas. Let 
f3 and f4 consist of k and l formulas respectively. From the definition of 4~, it follows 
that in a reduction the number of formulas does not increase, so l~m and l_< k. Let 
f2 4> f~ be the first step in the reduction from f2 to f4. Since Q(f2) holds, the rules (A2.4), 
(A2.5) and (A2.6) cannot be used in this step, So f~ also consists of m formulas and 
moreover, Q(f~) holds. Hence all sumformulas appearing in the reductions from f2 to t"4 
consist of  m formulas (and satisfy Q). So l = m, which implies that m ~ k. Hence every 
sumformula fa which is algebraically equal to f2, consists of at least m formulas. 
It remains to be shown that CR holds. A reduction relation >> >> satisfies the weak 
Church-Rosser property or weak diamond property (WCR) if ga >> >> g2 and g~ >> >> g3 
(one step!) implies the existence of a g4 such that g2 >> >>* g4 and g.~ >> >>* g4 (zero or 
more steps). Further >> >> is called Noetherian or strongly normalizing (SN) if there do 
not exist elements with infinite reduction paths. I f  a reduction relation is WCR and SN, 
then it is also CR, see for instance Barendregt (1984) or Buchberger & Loos (1983). 
Unfortunately, due to the rules (A2.3) and (A2.7), ~> is not SN, so this result cannot be 
applied. 
Let -< be a total order on terms and sumforrnulas, uch that 
(i) fz <A iff~ consists of less sub formulas or sub terms than f2, and 
(ii) f~ < f2 if sumformula ft consists of less formulas than ~.  
Let ~>~ be the reduction relation generated by the rules (A2.1)-(A2.7), with the restriction 
that these rules may only be applied if the (sum)formula decreases with respect o the 
order --. Due to the properties of the order mentioned above, this is only a restriction 
on the application of the rules (A2.3) and (A2.7). Then ~>~ is SN. In fact every suitable 
formula manipulation system is able to compute an "algebraic normal  form" (not to be 
confused with the normal form which is the subject of this paper) by repeated application 
of a relation of the type -*7 ~ A straightforward verification of all possibilities hows that 
4> ~ is WCR. Hence 4> ~ is CR. Finally the CR property for the original relation 4> follows 
from the fact that f~ 4> f2 means f, 4> ~ f2 or f2 4~~ f~. 
